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Endorsement: CPP has potential
The executive ticket will do a good job if elected, but they could do more

B Y N EWSWIRE S TAFF
This year’s Student Government Association (SGA)
Executive Election had only
one ticket. Community, Passion and Progress (CPP), is
comprised of Thomas Wehby,
Mahnoor Zahra and Michaela
Townsend.
Because there is only one
ticket, they must receive at
least 50% of the student vote
plus one to be elected. If they
do not receive the proper
amount of votes necessary,
they will not be elected.
The Newswire interviewed
the ticket in addition to moderating a public forum and
reviewing their platform to
prepare an evaluation of the
ticket. Contrary to last year,
the Newswire did not have
to choose which ticket to endorse, but rather whether or
not to endorse CPP.
Based on our evaluation as
an editorial staff, the Newswire
has decided to endorse CPP.
However, we do have minor
hesitancy, which will be expanded upon below.

This decision was based on
a predetermined scoring system and entailed careful deliberation. This endorsement
does not reflect the opinion of
one editor, but of 10 members
of the editorial staff.
Below is the official evaluation of the ticket in terms
of Passion, Feasibility, Professionalism, Balance and Representation, along with a short
explanation.
Passion: BPassion concerns how the
members of the ticket communicated their investment in
their platform and enthusiasm
for the roles of Executives.
CPP showed clear interest in
the work that they hope to
be doing and passion about a
few aspects of their platform.
Most importantly, each member of the ticket had something that they were the most
passionate about and were excited and able to speak on.
However, they did not seem
to be overwhelmingly passionate about all aspects of
their platform. There seemed
to be certain sections that
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The Newswire has decided to endorse CPP in its campaign to win the
H[HFXWLYHRIÀFHIRUWKH6WXGHQW*RYHUQPHQW$VVRFLDWLRQ

were included needlessly.
Feasibility: C
Feasibility concerns the
likelihood of the ticket’s platform being executed. Many
of CPP’s platform points are
feasible as stand-alone projects, akin to what an SGA
Senator might pursue. When
asked about projects such as
providing menstrual products
across campus, the candidates
were ready to provide examples of where this has worked
at other colleges, but seemed
uncertain about how get them
to work effectively at Xavier.
The ticket lacks a clear
sense of priorities needed
to guide their time in office.
When asked what the first
project they would pursue if
elected, the ticket responded that they would try to do
everything, which is unfortunately impractical.
Professionalism: C
Professionalism
encompasses not only how the members of the ticket conducted
themselves during the interview and debate but also how
they prepared and presented
their platform. CPP was notably unprepared during their
interview with the editorial
staff. Their platform relied
heavily on what the candidates had heard from the student body — and the Newswire commends their efforts
in connecting with students,
which is often overlooked by
candidates — but it was not
apparent that CPP communicated with stakeholders in administration, such as ConneX
and Physical Plant. Additionally, information pertaining to
their interests had been made
available in previous editions
of the Newswire, yet was not
reflected in their platform.
However, the members of
the ticket conduct themselves

CPP

Final Grades:
Passion
Feasibility
Professionalism
Balance
Representation

BC
C
AB-

Average

B-

well. Even though their platform was turned in late to the
Newswire, for instance, they
did communicate with proper
advance notice. Additionally,
they were respectful in their
interactions with the Newswire editorial staff and with
students at the public forum.
Balance: ABalance refers to the equal
distribution of work and time
within the ticket and their
platform, in addition to their
ability to work together as a
team. In some instances, the
enthusiasm of a campaign
appears to depend on one candidate or that the candidates
are simply on the same ticket
and not a team. This was not
the case with CPP. In both the
interview and forum, the candidates of CPP treated one
another with respect. Each
candidate carried their own
when answering questions
from students or the editorial
staff and all three candidates
were capable and competent
in these regards.
When looking at CPP’s
platform, there was equal effort put into the platform.
Concerns across campus were
included.

Representation: BRepresentation evaluates
how well the ticket reflects the
interests of the student population at Xavier. While it is
impossible for three students
to reflect all of campus fully, CPP covers a wide range.
The members of CPP exhibit majors in the arts, STEM
and political science and come
from diverse backgrounds.
Additionally, CPP brings in
the perspective of an international student and they do
seem to represent a good deal
of campus concerns in their
platform.
In spite of this, we are hesitant that they are able to truly
represent many students’ experiences on campus. When
they listed their involvement,
there was a lack of participation in a variety of identity-based clubs and they
seemed more focused on their
involvement in larger groups
that have only have a great
deal of interaction with students, instead of involvement.
Students
can
vote
through a link on the student hub or a link in their
email.
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Director of the CFJ leaving Xavier
Greg Carpinello moving to Portland for new position at JVC Northwest

B Y N OELLE U LLERY
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Greg Carpinello, director
of the Center for Faith and
Justice (CFJ), announced that
he will leave Xavier on Dec.
2 to fulfill his new role as Executive Director for the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps Northwest
in Portland, Ore.
While Carpinello is looking
forward to the new challenge
ahead of him, he will miss
the interactions with students
and his team at the CFJ. He
described the CFJ as a place
that has helped him grow professionally and personally. He
said his role has also helped
him become more passionate
about Xavier students and the
campus.
“I feel a stirring to find a
new challenge and a place to
continue to grow as a person,”
Carpinello said. “I wanted
to help an organization that
is trying to do good in the
world, and I found this with
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps
Northwest.”
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps
Northwest is a non-profit organization based in Portland.
Its volunteers are distributed

throughout the northwest, including Alaska, Montana, Idaho, Washington and Oregon.
The organization has a
20-person team, and it places
approximately 150 recent college graduates in living communities and social service
agency jobs for a one-year immersion.
“Countless Xavier students
have done this over the last
20-30 years, and I’ve always
admired the work they do,”
Carpinello said.
In the new role, Carpinello
will have some leadership and
will be allowed to make decisions at all levels of the organization.
The basis of the work is
similar to his current job.
“The core is leadership at
the intersection of faith and
justice under the umbrella of
the Jesuit world,” he said.
Carpinello attended Xavier
as an undergraduate, and after he graduated in 2001, led
retreats for local high schools
at the Jesuit Spiritual Center
in Milford, Ohio. After one
year, he came back to Xavier
where he helped coordinate
retreats for the CFJ, including

GetAway, Approach and Encounter.
He was in this role for four
years until he left for graduate
school at Boston College. In
2010, he and his wife decided
to move back to Cincinnati,
his hometown, where he has
been director of the CFJ for
eight years.
Carpinello also explained
how the CFJ has changed and
affected him throughout the
past eight years.
“When I got to talk about
leading organization, it was
intriguing and exciting,”
Carpinello said. “There is tons
of excitement, but it is also
bittersweet because I’m sad to
leave Xavier.”
Compared to 10-15 years
ago, the CFJ is serving a different mix of students in reference to religion, gender and
sexual orientation, Carpinello
explains.
Student worker Alysia Wilson said the CFJ is an open,
welcoming environment that
strives for interfaith and social justice work. It also provides a safe space for people to
grow in their faith.
According to Carpinello,

the CFJ is also a place which
allows students to understand
their vocation and sense of
purpose. The use of talents,
passions and interests can
mesh with what the world
needs in order to bring some
good.
Because he is constantly
working with students to find
their calling, it is inevitable
that staff members experience discernment too.
“The real investment of di-

versity and inclusion work out
of our office is important, and
I’m eager to see where it all
goes after I leave,” Carpinello
said. “I’m proud of where the
CFJ is headed.”
Dave Johnson, Associate
Provost and Chief Student
Affairs Officer at Xavier, will
be working on a transition
plan after Carpinello’s departure. Johnson will also partake
in the process of finding a
permanent director.

November 4
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF C LARISSA D IXON
 In honor of Veterans Week, former special
forces skydivers will be dropping onto the soccer field to deliver the game ball for Xavier’s
basketball game. This will be happening at 5
p.m. on Friday and the game begins at 7 p.m.
 Senator Arnell Wade has begun looking into a
project or event to reach out to the first-year
class to see how they are adjusting to Xavier and if they have any complaints that SGA
could look into. More information to come
soon.

Activist and writer Soledad Vallejos visits Xavier
Soledad Vallejos discusses the #NiUnaMenos movement in light of #MeToo

Photo courtesy of Twitter

Soledad Vallejos, activist and co-founder the #NiUnaMenos movement,
presented “Social Media Activism & Gender Violence in South America.”

B Y M O J UENGER AND
D AVID L UDWIG
6WDৼ:ULWHUV

Argentinian
journalist
and activist Soledad Vallejos
visited Xavier’s campus last
week to speak on the #NiUnaMenos movement and its
connections to the #MeToo
movement.
The spotlight presentation, “Social Media Activism
& Gender Violence in South
America,” took place last
Wednesday in the Conaton
Board Room in celebration of
50 Years of Women at Xavier.
The presentation was hosted
by the Department of Classics and Modern Languages

and the Department of Communications. It was moderated by Spanish professor Natalia Jacovkis.
Vallejos is the editor of the
Argentinian daily Página 12
(Page 12) and author of several books, including Trimarco, Olivos: Historia Secreta de
la Quinta Presidencial, Vida de
ricos and Amalita: La biografía.
Additionally, she is one of
the founders and advocates
of the #NiUnaMenos movement, translated to Not One
(woman) Less. This grassroots feminist movement campaigns against gender-based
violence and femicide. The
movement gained national

and international recognition
in 2015 when the first major
demonstration took place.
Since then, the movement
has grown, spreading to other countries in Latin America and regularly organizing
large-scale protests.
During her presentation,
Vallejos walked students
through the history of the
#NiUnaMenos
movement
in Argentina and described
the similarities it shares with
#MeToo.
As an activist for Argentinian feminism, Vallejos noted
the importance of advocacy in
Latin America to combat high
rates of human trafficking
and gender-based violence.
She also expressed satisfaction with the growing level
of male participation in the
movement in Latin America.
First-year exercise science
major Zyon Hall noted how
the presentation brought
light to the issue of women’s
suffrage outside of the United
States.
“It made me think about
other cultures and women’s
suffrage there,” Hall said. “It
was eye-opening.”
First-year Philosophy, Politics and the Public and international business major Lauryn McAllister shared similar
thoughts about Vallejos’ talk.
“It broadened my mind to
see the struggles that affected
women of other countries,”

she said. “We don’t have to
deal with the fear that we
could be killed if we don’t become submissive to a man…
It was a culture shock.”
Vallejos also spoke of the
role social media has played
in both movements and the
awareness it has brought to
each movement’s core issues.
She said celebrity involvement was another way to raise
awareness.
The event was complemented by classroom presentations throughout the week
regarding inclusive language.
Vallejos discussed the grow-

ing debate about non-binary
pronouns in romance languages. Much of these talks
were devoted to work that
writers and linguists are contributing to as gender transparency becomes increasingly more prevalent in Latin
America.
“I think that it’s important
that languages adapt in order
to accommodate how our society is changing,” senior biology major James Stebbins said.
“She’s getting people talking
about it, which is the first step
toward making the change for
good.”

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Similar to #MeToo, #NiUnaMenos is a movement in Latin America that
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Mathew Schmitt wins bronze
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Schmitt and his team bowl their way to victory at the Special Olympics

B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU

If you’ve been to the Blue
Blob’s Diner for a milkshake
anytime this semester, your
drink could have been served
by Olympic medalist Mathew
Schmitt.
Multi-sport talent Schmitt
and his team won a bronze
medal in bowling on Oct. 21,
when they placed third at the
Special Olympics of Hamilton
County (SOHC) tournament.
The medal adds to
Schmitt’s collection of two
bronze medals in bowling
and three gold medals in
swimming, including the
backstroke, the freestyle 25m
sprint and the freestyle relay.
SOHC is a chapter of Special Olympics Ohio and serves
more than 1,800 athletes by
offering 25 different yearround athletic programs. The
organization is largely funded
by donations, relying on nearly 600 community volunteers
and more than 100 certified
Special Olympic coaches to
carry out their mission.
Schmitt started swimming
when he was in the fifth grade
and started bowling shortly
after, at the age of 12.
“I like both,” said Schmitt.
“My favorite part is having
fun and making friends.” He
also plays softball during the

Newswire photo by Joseph Cotton

Matthew Schmitt, an employee of Blue Blob’s Diner, has helped his team win a bronze medal for bowling in
WKH6SHFLDO2O\PSLFVRI+DPLOWRQ&RXQW\<RXFDQÀQGKLPPDNLQJPLONVKDNHVRQPRVWZHHNGD\VLQ*DOODJKHU

summer and recently participated in the 2018 River City
West softball tournament.
Schmitt, coached by Ron
and Mary Shaw, competes in
a bowling league that meets
every second Friday at Crossgate lanes in Sharonville.

Schmitt’s personal best score
for a round of bowling is a
168. When asked about his
victory dance Schmitt replied,
“I guess I need to work on
that.”
Schmitt occasionally uses
a wrist brace when he bowls

and has a heavy ball for his
first delivery and a lighter one
for the second.
“I get a little bit nervous
sometimes,” Schmitt said.
“Sometimes my cousins come
to watch. They’re supportive
and they cheer a lot.”

During the days, Schmitt
works at Blue Blob Diner, a
job that he started at the beginning of the academic year.
His responsibilities include
serving milkshakes, making
ice cream and fries and general clean up.
Schmitt also enjoys the
companionship working at the
diner offers him.
“I like making new friends
and learning new stuff,” he
said.
“He’s one of the cleanest
employees we have,” added
Connex retail dining director
Beth Hall. “He also mixes up a
mean milkshake.”
When Schmitt is not busy
with training and work, he enjoys playing video games and
drawing. “I got a Nintendo
Switch with Pokemon, Wheel
of Fortune and Jeopardy,” said
Schmitt. “I also like to draw
cartoons.”
Schmitt also likes to make
room for hanging out with
the friends he has made from
bowling and swimming. He
enjoys going out to eat and
playing video games with
them.
Schmitt typically works
at Blue Blob’s Diner on the
weekdays. Make sure to pay
him a visit and get a taste
of his “mean” milkshake for
yourself.

Sister Simone Campbell brings her voice to XU
B Y A LEX B UDZYNSKI
&DPSXV1HZV(GLWRU

While most 10-year-olds
are concerned about finishing
their homework and getting
to soccer practice, the same
could not be said for Sister
Simone Campbell, SSS. She
organized her first demonstration in third grade, marching in her hometown with a
group of neighborhood kids.
Now, instead of fighting for
Proposition 3 in small-town
Colorado, she is a lawyer and
activist, fighting for economic
justice, immigration reform
and healthcare.
Campbell also does this
work from the perspective of
a Roman Catholic Religious
Sister. She joined after her
freshman year of college because she was tired of studying and eager to get on with
life. Her order, the Sisters of
Social Service, has its roots

in systemic changes of social
justice.
“What I’m all about is returning to our constitutional
and religious roots, which is
about we the people,” she said.
“Unless we do this together, we’ve got nothing to pass
down.”
Since 2004, Campbell has
served as the Executive Director of NETWORK, an
organization that lobbies and
advocates for Catholic Social
Justice in Congress. NETWORK was founded in 1972
by Catholic sisters from various congregations who felt a
need for systemic change.
“They didn’t want another
organization, they just wanted a network of Catholic sisters,” Campbell explains.
On Monday and Tuesday,
Campbell visited Xavier to
speak and educate students
about the need for change in

Photo courtesy of Margo Heydt

With the help student volunteers, Simone Campbell, SSS, demonstrates
the severity of economic inequality in America during her presentation.

public policy. Sponsored primarily by the Office of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion, the CPS Committee
on Diversity & Inclusion and
the College of Professional
Services, her visit focused on
economic injustice.
“It’s our wealth that gives
us the illusion of separation.
It’s that greater connection
that we have to lift up. We
can’t do it without each other.”
As part of her mission,
Campbell has organized six
trips of “Nuns on the Bus,”
a project in which nuns from
NETWORK travel the United States discussing pressing
matters, including economic
justice, comprehensive reform
and voter turnout.
One of the goals of “Nuns
on a Bus” is to travel around
the country and meet people of differing backgrounds.
Campbell recalls meeting an
immigrant family who traveled from Pennsylvania to listen to her speak on immigration reform.
“Nuns on the bus had given them so much hope that we
could be an answer to them...I
just couldn’t stand it.”
Overwhelmed, she simply
began to pray with this family
and was soon encircled by fellow members in the congregation. She proceeded to connect
the family to an immigration
lawyer who spoke Spanish and

Photo courtesy of Margo Heydt
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found them a place to stay.
“It was this experience of
community who responded
to this extremely unrealistic
idea of what we could do but
the huge need of community.
It just really galvanized everybody and made the theory
alive in our midst,” she said.
“It felt like gospel.”
For Campbell, one of the
ways to fight economic injustice is through community.
“The fact is that when
you get so far away, you’re
so alone that fearful place of
individualism where you become extremely judgmental
of the other because you don’t
have contact...what would
make a difference is if we’re
a community,” she said. “It

doesn’t mean that people can’t
be rich, it just means that people shouldn’t be rich at the expense of others.”
Her time at Xavier was full
of meetings with various faculty and administrators, conversations with classes and
presentations to the general
campus community. She not
only educated her audiences,
but demanded a communal
call to action.
“In our nation, it’s our
wealth that allows us to detach because we don’t see that
we are essentially communal creatures,” she said. “The
whole point of politics is to be
able to have a mechanism for
living out the fact that we’re
communal creatures.”
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Impeaching a United States President

What the Constitution says and what to look for as House inquiry goes forward

Photo Courtesy of wikicommons

Two presidents have been formally impeached by the House of
Representatives. Neither President was convicted or removed after trial.

B Y R YAN K AMBICH
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The U.S. House of Representatives approved a formal
Impeachment Inquiry into
President Donald Trump last
Thursday. Here is a breakdown of how the process
works.
Constitutional Process
— The impeachment of a
president refers to the constitutional process of investigation and indictment undertaken by the U.S. House

of Representatives when
the president is suspected of
“Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.” The impeachment
and removal process serves
as a constitutional check by
the legislative branch on the
executive branch to provide
oversight and prevent wrongdoing by the president. “Impeachment” and “removal”
are two separate processes,
undertaken by the House and
the Senate, respectively.

It is important to note that
the impeachment process is a
political process, whereas the
removal process is a legal process, in which the accused has
the formal rights and liberties
laid out in the Constitution.
— Upon suspicion of
wrongdoing by the president,
the House will open an inquiry and specific House committees will begin to investigate
the claims through calling
witnesses, hearing testimony
from relevant parties and engaging in general fact-finding.
In this way, the House serves a
similar role to a grand jury in
a criminal investigation, considering evidence and making
a decision on whether or not
an indictment of a president
is warranted.
— If congressional investigators believe they have sufficient evidence of executive
wrongdoing, they will write
up articles of impeachment
outlining charges against the
president. The full House of
Representatives will consider
the articles and take a vote. If
a majority of the House’s 435
members (at least 218 members) vote in favor of the articles, the president is formally
indicted.
— Impeachment does not
signal guilt or the automatic removal of a president.
It simply means the House
of Representatives believes
there is sufficient evidence of

   
Oct. 27, 11:30 p.m. —
Xavier Police located several students smoking marijuana behind the baseball
field at Victory Family Park.
The students were referred
to the code of conduct.
Oct. 28, 1:23 a.m. —
Residence Life located
drug paraphernalia during
a room search in the Commons Apartments. A fictitious ID was also recovered.
The students were referred
to the code of conduct.
Oct. 28, 10:36 a.m. —
A student reported a theft
from the Innovation Center.
There are no known suspects at this time.
Oct. 28, 4:59 p.m. — A
Mail Center employee located illegal drugs in a package.
The package, along with the
illegal drugs, was turned
over to Xavier Police.
Oct. 31, 4:20 p.m. —
Several
students
were
stopped by Ohio Liquor
Agents for purchasing alco-

  





You mean I can
¿QDOO\VOHHS
again?
Oct. 30, 2:29 a.m. —
Xavier Police responded
to a fire alarm in Brockman Hall. It was discovered that the alarm was
fictitious in nature, as a
pull station had been activated. Xavier Police conducted interviews and a
suspect was named. The
student who admitted to
activating the alarm and
has been referred to the
Dean of Students.

hol with a fictitious ID. The
students were referred to the
code of conduct.
Nov. 1, 11:18 a.m. — Two
students tampered with a fire
alarm causing it to become

disabled. Xavier Police located the suspects and they
admitted that they had tampered with the fire panel.
The students were referred
to the Dean of Students.
Nov. 1, 11:41 p.m. —
Norwood Police and Xavier
Police broke up an off-campus house party. As students
were leaving the party they
were advised to empty out
their drinks. One student
refused to empty their drink
and was cited for open container of alcohol by Norwood Police.
Nov. 3, 5:26 p.m. — A
student reported that they
had lost their wallet. When
the wallet was located $100
was missing. There are currently no known suspects at
this time.

presidential wrongdoing. It is
possible for a president to be
impeached without being removed from office.
— Following impeachment, a trial is conducted in
the Senate in which evidence
is presented and witnesses are
questioned. The trial is overseen by the chief justice of
the Supreme Court, with the
100 senators acting as “jurors” in the case. At this stage,
the president has the opportunity to present a defense and
confront witnesses.
— After the presentation
of evidence, the Senate votes
on the removal of the president. If at least two-thirds
of the Senate (67 senators)
vote in favor of removal, the
president is removed from office and the vice president assumes the role of president.
If a two-thirds supermajority
is not reached, the president is
not removed.
Past Presidential
Impeachment Proceedings
— Two presidents have
been formally impeached by
the House of Representatives.
Both were acquitted by the
Senate and not removed. Only
one other president has faced
similar impeachment inquiries.
— President Andrew Johnson was impeached by the
House of Representatives on
March 2, 1868. He was the
first U.S. president ever to be

impeached.
The House brought 11 articles of impeachment against
Johnson related to his removal of Secretary of War Edwin
W. Stanton which allegedly
violated the Tenure of Office
Act of 1867. The Senate tried
Johnson but failed to remove
him — the 35-19 vote fell one
vote short of the two-thirds
requirement.
— President Richard Nixon was the subject of a formal
impeachment investigation by
the House for alleged connections to the cover-up of the
burglary of the Democratic
National Committee headquarters at the Watergate
Hotel by operatives associated
with his reelection campaign.
Nixon resigned on Aug. 9,
1974, prior to a vote on articles of impeachment. Most
experts agree Nixon would
have been impeached and likely would have been removed
had he not resigned.
— President Bill Clinton
became the second president
ever formally impeached by
the House. He was impeached
on Oct. 8, 1998, for allegedly
lying under oath during a congressional deposition and on
charges of obstruction of justice. Following a 45-55 vote
on lying under oath and a 5050 vote on obstruction of justice, Clinton was not removed
from office and completed his
term.

Week in Review

Hotlines, rocks, jury duty and mad hops
 A California middle
school accidentally issued IDs with a sex hotline number on them.
The IDs were supposed
to include the National
Suicide Hotline, but two
digits were mixed up, resulting in the printing of
the sex hotline (Oct. 30).
 A one-ton boulder was
stolen from a national
forest in Arizona. Nicknamed the Wizard Rock,
it was taken from the side
of the road (Oct. 30).
 A 10-year-old boy in
Connecticut mistakenly
received a jury summons.
The family sent the summons back, explaining
he was underage and his

records were corrected
(Oct. 30).
 A woman climbed into a
lion exhibit at the Bronx
Zoo, breaking into a
dance and waving at the
lion. She said it was a
spiritual experience and
referenced reincarnation,
claiming that she “was
the lion now.” Police arrested her for trespassing
(Oct. 31).
 A Texas man leaped five
feet, five inches to top the
world record for highest
standing jump. He started training for the record
three years ago after discovering he was only 13
inches away from the record (Nov. 4).

If you see something,
say something.
XUPD’s phone number:
513-745-2000
Photo courtesy of U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

The pioneers used to ride these babies (boulders/rocks) for miles!
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NCAA moves ahead with rule change
Athletes will be eligible to receive compensation for their likeness as soon as 2021

B Y J AKE G EIGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The NCAA Board of Governors voted unanimously to
begin the process of modifying its rules to allow student-athletes to receive compensation for the use of their
likeness. The board said in a
statement last Tuesday that
the rule changes should help
provide student-athletes the
same opportunities to make
money as their peers.
The announcement comes
after California Governor
Gavin Newsom signed a bill
in September that allowed college athletes from California
to accept endorsement deals
by 2023. The NCAA initially
voiced disagreement with the
bill, claiming it was “unconstitutional.” However, after other governors, such as Illinois
Governor J.B. Pritzker and
Florida Governor Ron DeSantis expressed support for
the bill, the NCAA announced
that student-athletes will
soon “benefit from their name,
image and likeness.”
Other legislators in Congress did not share the same
sentiment. Nearly an hour after the potential changes were
announced, Senator Richard
Burr (R-N.C.) tweeted his opposition to the measure: “If
college athletes are going to
make money off their likenesses while in school, their
scholarships should be treat-

he said.
The change leaves the potential for student-athletes to
get athletic sponsorship deals
from corporations and local
businesses.
According to Virginia
O’Keefe, a Virginia Commonwealth University professor
and branding expert, companies such as Under Armour,
Nike and Adidas could be
more selective with their processes.
“In the marketing offices
of Nike and Under Armour,
they’re looking at individual
athletes and programs who
have the most promising records and who look like a good
bet for the future,” she said.
O’Keefe also mentioned
that all athletes, not just
top-tier athletes, could stand
to benefit from this new deal.
“Dayton has a good (college)
Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer
basketball team, but their
The NCAA began the process of modifying its bylaws to allow student-athletes to receive compensation for players aren’t known outside
the use of the likeness. The changes are expected to happen across all three NCAA divisons, starting in 2021.
the local level. But in Dayton,
ed like income.” Senator Mitt of NCAA athletics will be through their experience.
they’re heroes. So, if I’m a car
Romney (R-Utah) expressed changed with the implemen“While some students may dealer, I’m looking at this as
his concern about “athletes tation of this rule.
feel that it is unfair that stu- an opportunity to sponsor a
on campus driving around in
The image of the NCAA dent-athletes receive compen- local athlete,” she said.
Ferraris while everybody is has been under heavy scruti- sation for their work on the
Michael Drake, the chair
basically having a hard time ny in the past over compen- field or court,” Williams said, of the NCAA Board of Govmaking ends meet.”
sation ofor its athletes. Luke “the reality is that athletes de- ernors and also the president
Starting in 2021, NCAA Williams, a sophomore Phi- serve it.”
of Ohio State University, said
athletes in all three divisions losophy, Politics and the Pub“To me, the fact that the that the image of the NCAA
of collegiate sports will be lic major, was in favor of the NCAA was allowed to reap all and its student athletes needable to receive benefits from NCAA’s decision to pay col- the financial benefits of the ed to improve.
outside companies and orga- lege athletes, not only because extreme hard work put in by
“We must embrace change
nizations.
of the monetary consider- student-athletes is a shame. to provide the best possible
Controversy has aris- ations but also the bonds these The decision by the NCAA to experience for college athen from how the landscape athletes form with each other pay athletes is long overdue,” letes,” Drake said.

Cincinnati Christian University to close its doors

B Y H UNTER E LLIS AND
H EATHER G AST

6WDৼ:ULWHUDQG
0DQDJLQJ(GLWRU
After nearly 100 years in
higher education, Cincinnati
Christian University (CCU)
officially announced it’s doors
will close its doors at the end
of this fall semester.
On Oct. 29, CCU sent a
letter to its students that confirmed the university was no
longer going to offer accredited degree programs and they
would need to finish their degrees elsewhere.
Josiah Kuha, a graduate
student at CCU, said the news
that the university was closing was sudden and unexpected to students.
“We knew CCU was in a
precarious place, but there
seemed to be a clear path forward, and a lot of people had
hope that CCU would survive,” Kuha said. “When we
were suddenly told that it was
closing its doors at the end of
the semester... it was a punch
to the gut.”
This decision was a long
time coming for the university. Since the recession in 2008,
it has faced massive struggles
with enrollment and finances.
In 10 years, CCU has seen
its enrollment drop to nearly
half its original size. To bring

in more students, the university lowered acceptance standards, resulting in a 92% acceptance rate.
Despite having accepted
more students, the university’s retention rates and graduation rates dramatically declined. The graduation rate
currently stands at 34%.
To address the problems of
revenue, CCU laid off a large
portion of its staff, and student-to-faculty rates rose as
a result. In a last-gasp effort
to bring in more revenue and
donors, the university adopted a plan in 2015 to add a new
stadium and football team.
This decision had the opposite
of the desired effect and increased the university’s debt.
The culmination of factors like the low retention and
graduation rates forced CCU
leadership to take drastic
measures.
A misstep by university
leaders in appointing a president, but having no documentation, meeting notes or
job description to back up
the decision, led the Higher
Learning Commission to send
a letter to CCU asking them
to prove why they shouldn’t
lose accreditation this past
summer.
CCU has stated that it simply has run out of money and

are unable to pursue re-accreditation.
With its decision to close,
CCU has made an effort to
not leave undergraduate and
graduate students out in the
cold.
The CCU administration has provided a list of 12

schools with whom the administration is working out
affiliation agreements for students to transfer.
Other local universities, including Northern Kentucky
University and Xavier, have
taken it upon themselves to
provide for CCU’s students,

who learned of the closing after transfer applications were
due at most major universities.
Xavier has had several students from CCU reach out
about transferring and is offering an expedited transfer
application that waives fees.

Photo courtesy of CCU.com

&LQFLQQDWL&KULVWLDQ8QLYHUVLW\KDVRIÀFLDOO\DQQRXQFHGWKDWWKH\ZLOOFORVHWKHLUGRRUVDIWHUWKHHQGRIWKH
fall semester. Xavier has offered to help CCU students by creating an expedited transfer application for them.
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Processing the death of an icon

John Conyers died on Oct.
27 at age 90, and it’s hard to
know how to feel about it.
With impeachment inquiry details overwhelming almost every outlet, his passing
seemed like a blip on the radar. He was a career politician, albeit not in office at the
time of his death, and was the
longest serving Black member of Congress. He made
massive contributions to the
civil rights movement. He
co-founded the Congressional

Mo Juenger is a firstyear Philosophy, Politics and the Public and
Spanish double major.
She is an intern for the
Newswire from Mason,
Ohio.

Black Caucus and sponsored
the bill that established Martin Luther King, Jr., Day.
He was also accused of
sexual harassment by six
women who worked with him
throughout his congressional
tenure. He resigned after the
sixth allegation in 2017.
This isn’t uncommon.
The #MeToo movement has
brought justice for countless
women who suffered sexual
harassment, especially those
who work closely with politics. Transparency, confidence
and empowerment are beautiful, and movements like this
are designed to bring us closer to those ideals.
But it’s hard to see someone
you love fall so far. Conyers
was an icon for me; his policy
reform inspired me to become
involved, to learn about oppression and want to improve
our government in every way
I could. He influenced my college, career and life paths by
creating a standard for me

to strive for. And in 2017, I death, but I couldn’t feel anydidn’t understand what to do. thing. I couldn’t process what
I spent a lot of time asking I was supposed to do with mymyself if Conyers was a good self.
person who did bad things, or
I made a pros-and-cons list.
a bad person who did good It took me about two minutes
things. This was an omni- to realize I was incredibly unpresent thought that slowly qualified to weigh his damages
became less and less relevant against his achievements. But
after his
without
r e s i g - I spent a lot of time asking c l o s u r e,
n at i o n . myself if Conyers was a I wasn’t
I didn’t good person who did bad going to
r e s o l ve
be able to
it; I just WKLQJVRUDEDGSHUVRQZKR stop putstopped GLGJRRGWKLQJV
ting mythinking
self in an
about it until I looked down emotional purgatory.
and saw the New York Times
This is when I created a
notification about his passing. blank slate. Instead of proThat little ping brought cessing him as a good person
back a flood of memories. I or a bad person, I decided not
remembered reading his book to consider him as a person at
on my back porch, studying all.
his reparations proposals and
He was no longer John Cosilently watching as he an- nyers, but only the achievenounced his resignation from ments and controversies on
Congress. I felt like there that pros-and-cons list. He
should have been some rush was “H.R. 40,” “United States
of emotion at the news of his National Health Care Act”

and “accused by Deanna Maher, Maria Reddick, Melanie
Sloan, Marion Brown, Elisa
Grubbs and Courtney Morse.”
It was not pros or cons but
simply his actions, his influence and his ideas.
The separation of his being and his actions doesn’t
diminish his personhood. It
only helps those who cannot
process him understand what
happened. It’s not coping,
only facts.
It’s not always correct to
boil down a person’s life to
only their actions, but it’s there
when necessary. We can still
think about people as good or
bad, but it’s nice to know that
something exists within that.
Our transparency, our confidence and our empowerment
are important, but we can’t allow them to become the whole
of what we see. When we’re
looking at our idols, we have
to understand everything in
order to retain our senses of
self.

Bernie is different, and that’s a good thing
As we near 2020, politics,
and especially the presidency,
are weighing heavily on our
minds. Perhaps the most common sentiment among Americans, and even young Americans, is “Oh no, this again.”
Every four years (though
the time between elections
feels smaller and smaller every
year) we beat the war drums
of the two Americas, the blue
states and the red states, in an
attempt to get our candidate
elected president. This divide, or the polarization that
so many deride as the root
cause of our country’s problems, is no new thing. If anyone is serious about ending it
and fundamentally reshaping
American politics as we know
it, they must consider the only
candidate capable of bringing together Americans of all
walks of life and must consider the movement from which
that candidate comes.
There is only one candidate
who can create real and lasting change in American pol-

itics, economics and culture: anything in American politics
Bernie Sanders.
in the past 50 years.
You may be thinking, “Wait,
Not only do his policies
I thought Bernie was a radical have the largest base of supsocialist Democrat. How can port of any other candidate,
he bridge the divide?” Unfor- Republican or Democrat, Bertunately, this is the line that nie also has the largest base
has been pushed since Bernie of potential supporters of
came to the national spotlight any candidate, Republican or
in 2016. The idea that Bernie Democrat.
is a factional leader of a small
Bernie has chosen to run as
number of the most radi- a Democrat, but has spent all
cal Democrats has been used his life a staunch independent,
by his opponents to cast him aware that the American peoand his
ple are not
project It is politics that serve to interested
in a bad put humans and human in playing
light.
political
T h e QHHGV ÀUVW UDWKHU WKDQ games for
r e a l i t y corporations or private one side or
is that SURÀW
the other.
Ber nie
Instead,
was and
Americans
is the most popular politician are trying to get the healthin America, and his policies care they need without goand movement have the broad ing into debt, trying to make
support of more than two- ends meet and survive until
thirds of the American popu- the next paycheck, and trying
lation, according to The Hill. to get a leg up on life with a
Two-thirds! There has not college education without
been two-thirds support for subjecting themselves to debt

collectors for the rest of their
lives. Bernie calls these ideas
and policies “democratic socialism.”
At its core, democratic socialism is the political form of
the Jesuit creed of “Men and
Women for and with others.”
It is politics that serve to put
humans and human needs
first, rather than corporations
or private profit. Socialists
realize the immense burdens
placed on everyday people by
a system that serves to create
massive amounts of wealth
for those who already have it,
and instead seek to lift those
burdens and let people enjoy
together in the wealth we have
collectively made. This message is for anyone who works
for a living or for anyone who
has to make sure they time
their grocery trips just right
so they actually have enough
money to make it. It is for students who are getting crushed
under loan debt for having the
audacity to want to get an education. It is for anyone and

everyone.
Bernie Sanders is the only
candidate who speaks in these
human terms, and his campaign is the only one that
seeks to lift people up and live
out our Jesuit ideals here at
Xavier of “Men and Women
for and with others.” Democratic socialism, the politics of
people and not profits, is the
only way that we can bridge
our ever-widening divide.
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A pro-life or pro-birth campus?

Last week, I walked past
a couple of students writing pro-life messages on the
sidewalk on my way to the
C-2 Lot. The message that
stuck out to me the most read
“pro-women, pro-child, prolife.” I am 34 weeks pregnant,
and this message may seem
very empowering toward
women and children. However, the message contradicts itself here on Xavier’s campus.
Being pregnant is not easy,
especially as a college student.
I see the stares from other
students as I struggle to walk
from the parking lot to class.
I have doctors appointments
that cut into my study time or
class time. I am constantly exhausted because I have trouble
sleeping with an ever-growing fetus in my belly. I am extremely emotional because of
my pregnancy hormones. Sitting in a more than hour-long
lecture can get uncomfortable
because of my need for many
bathroom trips. I have to advocate for myself to profes-

sors more than other students
because of my many issues
that may seem small but they
add up. I am pro-women because I have learned to take
the matters of my success at
Xavier as a new mother into
my own hands.
I have talked to my success
coach, professors and academic advisor on how to navigate
being pregnant and how I will
navigate college next semester with a newborn. Their
answers are very limited. I
commend Xavier for providing resources for people who
have disabilities, providing resources to keep a diverse and
accepting campus and providing resources for people who
are struggling academically
on campus. But I struggle to
get through school every day
because I have no resources or
support provided to me to help
with the issues I discussed
previously. There is a gray
area for pregnant students
because it is not quite a disability or a medical condition.

I could go through disability will not even be taking classes
services, but being pregnant is on campus next semester benot a disability and shouldn’t cause there will be no one to
be looked at like one.
watch my child. I am willing
What resources should to go through anything for
Xavier provide for pregnant the success of my child, even
students, then? Many cam- if it sets my success back. I
puses have people or expertise am pro-child because I put my
solely reserved for helping child’s best interest before my
pregnant students succeed, success.
such as helping provide counBeing pregnant on a proseling services, notes for life campus has been one of
classes that we miss and peo- the most difficult challenges
ple who
of my life. I
advocate I hear the anti-abortion hear the anfor our messages
of pro-life ti-abor tion
success, students, but they don’t messages of
not just
stucare about the child’s pro-life
as a students,
but
d e n t , well-being nor a mother’s they don’t
but as a success as a student.
care about
moththe child’s
er who is expecting. Many well-being nor a mother’s succampuses provide parking cess as a student.
spots for expecting mothers
There is this expectation
or mothers with small chil- for pregnant women not to
dren. Many campuses pro- have an abortion, yet the
vide day care, which is one pro-life campus provides no
of the most important things resources for their students
that could help a new mother who are pregnant or have bein her success as a student. I come new mothers to be suc-
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cessful. Practically no one has
helped the advancement of
my child’s life here on campus except for my professors.
Xavier, to be more specific, is
pro-birth and not pro-life because it only cares about the
abortion piece of the child’s
life. I am pro-choice because I
care about more than just the
abortion piece; I care about
how the child will succeed in
life. I will choose whatever
is deemed necessary for the
child’s best interest.

Nadia Jeelani is a firstyear Philosophy, Politics
and the Public major. She
is a guest writer for the
Newswire from Cincinnati.

The MLB must acknowledge domestic violence
On Oct. 30, the Houston
Astros were defeated by the
Washington Nationals in
Game 7 of the World Series.
While D.C. will celebrate its
first World Series in 95 years,
the Astros will be heading
into the offseason with a lot
of questions about what could
have been done to prevent losing all four games at home.
But perhaps the organization should consider using its
time to reflect on how it handled the aftermath of Assistant General Manager Bran-

Jack Dunn is a senior sports management
major. He is a Campus
News Editor for the
Newswire from Wilmette, Ill.

don Taubman’s comments
toward a group of three female reporters.
If you are not familiar with
what happened, Taubman
shouted “Thank God we got
(Roberto) Osuna! I’m so f------ glad we got Osuna” six times
in the direction of the three
women, one of whom was
wearing a purple domestic violence awareness bracelet.
Osuna was suspended for
75 games on May 8 2018,
for violating Major League
Baseball’s Joint Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault and
Child Abuse policy. Osuna
was arrested on suspicion of
assaulting the mother of his
3-year-old child. He did not
appeal the suspension.
Taubman’s
comments
strike me deeply. He was
clearly targeting these women because one of them was
wearing that awareness bracelet. Osuna, at that moment,
did not deserve the praise that
he was being given. The Astros were up 4-2 going into
the top of the ninth inning
when Osuna eventually gave
up a two run home run to the

Yankees, allowing them to tie
the game. He was bailed out
by his teammates in the bottom of the ninth, but it’s not
exactly a performance that deserved that kind of praise.
While Osuna’s actions
could merit an opinion piece
all its own, I would rather
look at how the Astros responded to this situation.
After Sports Illustrated writer Stephanie Apstein wrote
about the scene that she had
witnessed, the Astros’ immediate response was to call into
question the accuracy of her
reporting. The team accused
Sports Illustrated of “attempting to fabricate a story where
one does not exist.” After the
account was backed up by not
only the publication, but also
other sportswriters from other outlets, the Astros had to
back track. They eventually
came out with another statement saying they had gotten
it wrong from the start, fired
Taubman and had owner Jim
Crane write to Apstein personally apologizing and retracting the first statement.
I personally don’t think this

is good enough. I think this is
something teams have gotten
wrong ever since the Ray Rice
situation in 2014. They just
don’t do a good enough job of
addressing the fact that there
is a problem in sports surrounding domestic violence.
At the very least, they don’t
seem to conceive that there is
even a slight possibility that a
member of their organization
could do this. And it always
comes back to bite them when
it matters.
Teams need to start getting it right on the first try.
Acknowledge the account of
what their members are being
accused of and take it seriously. They do not need to agree
to it as a fact. They should just
take the matter seriously and
not immediately defend the
actions of the accused. Even
if it turns out that the situation turns out to be nothing,
teams should still take the
time to address the overall
issue of domestic violence in
the league instead of acting
like it couldn’t possibly happen again.
Teams seem to care more

about a player’s on-field production than what he does
off the field. It seems to me
that the policy agreed upon
in 2015 to act as a deterrent
has not had the effect that the
MLB hoped it would. The
suspensions have never been
harder or more frequent than
now, yet we still see players
engage in acts of domestic
violence. Teams are willing
to look past these incidents as
long as the players get on the
field results.
Perhaps it’s ironic, then,
that the two pitchers who
faced each other in that fateful
Game 7 were two players who
had served domestic violence
suspensions. While Osuna
gave the Yankees a chance at
a comeback on his side of the
ball, it was Aroldis Chapman
(who served his own 30-game
suspension in 2016 for violating the same policy as Osuna) who gave up the walk-off
home run to the Astros. Perhaps this lack of results will
have teams reconsider putting
themselves in difficult situations when taking on these
players.
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Xavier wins season opener against Jacksonville

Jones and Marshall record team-high 17 points, freshmen see first minutes
B Y L UKE F ELICIANO
6SRUWV(GLWRU
Xavier opened its season
strong at Cintas Center on
Tuesday, defeating Jacksonville 76-57.
For the most part, things
went swimmingly for Xavier against the Dolphins, but
there was still evidence of
the team shaking off the rust
offensively.
“I was proud of the way
our guys came out and played
tonight,” head coach Travis
Steele said. “I thought we
played really hard right from
the jump. I thought we had
great energy.”
Xavier played tight defense
on the perimeter and forced
Jacksonville to take several
long-distance shots that were
well off target to start the
game.
On the other end of the
floor, the Musketeers had to
overcome their own scoring woes from deep. They
didn’t knock down their first
three-pointer until sophomore guard Paul Scruggs
netted one with 12:31 in the
first half.
The Musketeers still seek
improvement from the perimeter shooting.

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Senior Tyrique Jones recorded a double-double in the season opener
against Jacksonville, totaling 17 points and a team-high 11 rebounds.

“We’re a much better
shooting team than 4-23 from
three, when we’re taking the
right shots,” Steele said. “We
gotta be a little more mature.”
Early on, Scruggs and senior forward Tyrique Jones
paced the offense – Jones in
the paint and Scruggs on the
perimeter.
Jones often found himself
blanketed in coverage on the
post near the basket, but he
fought through the traffic for
17 points and 11 boards.
“It makes the game real-

ly easy to be honest,” junior
forward Naji Marshall said
about Jones’ work in the paint.
“And it’s fun too – just to see
everybody eating. That’s the
goal at the end of the day, for
everybody to eat. That’s the
best way to play basketball.”
Marshall matched Jones
with 17 points of his own,
and he also collected six rebounds and four assists.
“He’s our rock on both
ends of the floor,” Steele said
about Jones. “His voice, he
sees everything. When your

big man can see everything
and communicate everything
on the defensive end, it gives
you a chance to be a pretty
good defensive team.”
Steele emphasized the importance of man-to-man defense, and the Musketeers
swarming presence mostly
shut down the Dolphins’ offense. Xavier forced 18 turnovers throughout the game
and that translated to 18
points.
The season opener provided a fresh look for the freshmen who saw their first game
action in a Musketeer uniform.
Forward Zach Freemantle
was active on the post and he
stamped his mark with his
first points coming on emphatic two-handed slam.
He also made some nifty
moves on inside and showed
the ability to find the open
man passing out of the post.
Guard Dahmir Bishop
pitched in with seven rebounds and three assists.
“I think batting against
Zach in practice is helping
him just because I’m an older guy,” Jones said about the
freshman who scored 11
points and grabbed five rebounds. “He’s going to be

really good for this team and
I’m happy he got going. I
can’t wait to see what else he
can bring to the team.”
Xavier entered the break
in the midst of an 8-0 run
during the final 1:56 of the
first half. The Musketeers led
43-22 at halftime.
The Musketeers hit the
seven-kills threshold, that
if met, is statistically shown
that a team has a 98% chance
of winning a game. Xavier
held a sizable lead, but a 12-0
run by Jacksonville amid a
lengthy scoring drought for
the Musketeers brought the
score to 58-40 with less than
nine minutes left in the game.
Despite being outscored
35-33 in the second half,
Xavier didn’t have all that
much trouble putting away
Jacksonville.
“I think our guys have to
learn how to play 40 minutes – not just play 25, 26
minutes,” Steele said. “Our
defense has to be better, especially in the second half
… We have a chance to be
an elite defense team. That’s
got to be our identity. That’s
gotta be who we are and if we
do that, it’s going to give us a
chance to be a successful team
this year.”

Xavier beats UNC Asheville, falls to Providence

Freshman Noah Boffo tallies a goal and an assist in win over UNC Asheville
B Y J OE C LARK
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier men’s soccer picked
up a 4-0 win last Tuesday at
home against UNC Asheville
on the strength of two assists
by senior forward Derrick
Otim.
On Saturday, the Musketeers celebrated their seniors
at the XU Soccer Complex
but failed to get the win, falling 2-1 to Providence.
Xavier got on the board
early and often against UNC
Asheville. Redshirt senior
Samson Sergi put the Musketeers up 1-0 off a pass
from freshman forward Noah
Boffo.
Freshman forward Karsen
Henderlong quickly followed
suit with a goal in the 22nd
minute that was assisted by
redshirt senior defender Jacob Goodall.
The Musketeers held onto
the 2-0 lead until the 57th
minute when Boffo got a goal
of his own for his third point
of the night and second goal
of the season.
Boffo’s goal came off a deflected shot from Otim, who
picked up his second assist in
the 70th when redshirt sophomore Taylor Crull found the
back of the net off his corner
kick.
That goal would be the final tally of the game, as the
Musketeers picked up their
eighth win of the season.

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Freshman forward Noah Boffo had a solid performance in Xavier’s 4-0 shutout at home against UNC Asheville. He tallied three points on a goal
and an assist and marked his second score of the 2019 season. The Musketeers conclude the regular season on Wednesday against Butler.

Xavier got a clean sheet from
redshirt junior goaltender
Matthew Rosenberg through
the first 65 minutes, while
redshirt sophomore Eddie
Walsh finished off the next
25 minutes, picking up a save
in his first action of the season.
Xavier led early on Saturday against the Friars.Sergi

scored his ninth goal of the
year in the 34th minute off a
feed from Goodall. At the half,
the Musketeers remained up
1-0, marking their 15th game
this season they didn’t allow a
goal in the first half.
Xavier held steady at 1-0
until the last 10 minutes of
the match. Providence scored
in the 81st minute on a goal

from Paulo Lima, whose shot
hit off the top of the goal
post before going in.
Seven minutes later, redshirt senior Joao Serrano
found sophomore Ramzi Qawasamy, whose header from
inside the box gave the Friars
a 2-1 lead and ended up being
the game-winning goal.
Xavier received anoth-

er solid performance from
Rosenberg, who made five
saves for the Musketeers.
Xavier only mustered two
shots on goal and were outshot 19-3 by Providence. The
loss dropped Xavier to 8-7-1
and 3-5 in Big East play.
Xavier closes out the regular season Wednesday on the
road against Butler.
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Women’s soccer wins Big East regular season title
B Y H UNTER E LLIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

The Xavier women’s soccer team made history last
Thursday, claiming the Big
East regular season title for
the first time since joining the
conference.
The Musketeers defeated Butler 2-0 on the road to
clinch the No. 1 seed and the
title. The victory marked the
third consecutive season in
which head coach Nate Lie
has led the Musketeers to the
postseason.
Redshirt junior midfielder
Carrie Lewis scored her first
goal of the season just three
minutes into the match on an
assist from sophomore forward Brooke Sroka.
She crossed the ball into
the box to create the scoring
chance, and the ball deflected
off the feet of the Bulldogs’
central defender before Lewis
was there to put the ball past
the keeper.
Xavier fired 12 shots in
the first half but was unable
to score again until after the
break.
In the 88th minute, Xavier
sealed the win.
Sroka dribbled the ball just
inside the penalty box before
ripping a shot into the bottom
left corner of the net for the
insurance goal.
She made a visible impact
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postseason appearance. The Musketeers defeated Butler 2-0 on the road to close the regular season with an overall record of 14-3-2 in 2019.

on the field, totaling five shots,
four of which were shots on
goal.
Senior goalkeeper Toni
Bizzarro had her sixth shutout performance, making two
saves in the second half.
With the win, Xavier finished the regular season with
an overall record of 14-3-2
and a Big East record of 7-2
— the most total wins for the
Musketeers since 2000. Xavi-

er has improved its record in
each of Lie’s three seasons.
Lie, along with assistant
coaches Kelsey Hunyadi,
Renee Horton and Taylor
Spradling, were all unanimous
decisions for the Big East
Coaching Staff of the Year.
Redshirt senior midfielder
Samantha Dewey and senior
forward Grace Bahr also collected accolades, being named
First Team All-Big East

members.
By winning the Big East
regular season title, the Musketeers received the de facto No. 1 seed in the Big East
Tournament and a bye for the
first round.
The Musketeers will play
in the Big East Tournament
Semifinals on Thursday in
Omaha, Neb., against No. 4
Villanova, who defeated DePaul on Sunday 1-0.

Musketeers win sixth Big East match

Hopkins delivers with a career-high 20 kills against DePaul
B Y M OLLY H ULLIGAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier volleyball took a
four-set win at home against
DePaul 25-22, 25-22, 23-25,
25-19, to claim its sixth Big
East win with just a few weeks
left in the regular season.
With the victory, the Musketeers also secured a series
sweep against the Blue Demons.
Junior right side hitter
Moriah Hopkins led the team
with a career-high 20 kills.
She accomplished this at
a .533 hitting percentage,
and her total of 21 points
throughout the match proved
a difference maker.
Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer
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with a season and careercame out fighting, with Dehigh
20
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The
Musketeers
completed
the
season
sweep
against
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Demons
in a four-set home victory.
Paul holding a narrow 13-12
from
there,
and the Muskelead. After a three-point run, down yet again with a three- ing to force mistakes.
teers’
7-1
run
lifted Xavier
DePaul forced a Xavier time- point run to regain the lead.
However, the Blue Demons
over
DePaul.
out.
After trading points, DePaul built up a four-point lead.
Freshman outside hitter
The Musketeers closed the clawed back for another three- With a 3-0 run, the MuskeMaryAnn
O’Toole complegap at 20-22 and ultimately point run, only for Xavier to teers eventually came through
mented
Hopkins
with 12 kills,
pulled through, with a five- respond with a 4-1 run of its to tie the match at 19.
three
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three
aces for
point run composed of three own.
DePaul narrowly edged
a
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16
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kills and an ace to take the
The Musketeers extended Xavier, though, with a 25-23
Senior libero Madi Kutfirst set.
the lead to 20-15, but DePaul victory to force a fourth set.
ruff
led the team with 24 digs,
Xavier came out swinging pulled even at 22-all. Xavier
The Musketeers and Blue
while
setters Carrigan O’Reilin the second set, continuing managed to pull out a final Demons went head-to-head
ly
and
Alisa Watson combined
the momentum from the first. three-point run to win the in the fourth set. At one point,
for
52
of
Xavier’s 58 assists.
Clinging to a four-point lead, second set.
DePaul owned a 10-9 lead.
The
Musketeers
have two
the Musketeers forced a DeXavier was on the defenXavier turned the game
Big
East
matches
this
weekPaul timeout within the first sive during the third set, as around with a 5-1 run. Deend
on
the
road
to
the
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five points of the second set.
DePaul averted a sweep. The Paul wasn’t completely out of
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John’s
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FriThe Blue Demons fought Blue Demons earned their it yet, and its 4-0 run knotted
day before meeting Seton Hall
back with a four-point run, first five points as kills, while the game at 17 apiece.
but the Musketeers shut them the Musketeers hung in, tryXavier seized command on Sunday.

If Xavier wins on Thursday, it will advance to the Big
East Championship against
the winner of the game between No. 2 Georgetown
(ranked No. 19 nationally)
and upset-minded No. 6 seed
Providence, who outlasted
Butler in penalty kicks on
Sunday.
The Musketeers fell to the
Hoyas 2-1 match earlier this
season but beat the Friars 2-0.

Xavier
Scores
Cross Country
Junior Anna Kostarellis
finished as runner-up in the
Big East Cross Country
Championships last Saturday, posting 21:39.80. Last
season, she placed 18th in
this race. Kostarellis earned
All-Big East honors for the
second consecutive season.
Sophomore Maya Hannagan
also received All-Big East
honors after placing 20th
with a time of 22:45.00. For
the second straight year,
Xavier had at least two members on the all-conference
team on the women’s side.
The women’s side finished in
fifth place in the conference,
and the men’s side finished
seventh.
Women’s Basketball
The Musketeers open their
season on Thursday at Cintas
Center against Utah in head
coach Melanie Moore’s first
game. Following the home
game, Xavier takes a threegame road trip to Temple,
Rider and Ball State before
returning home to play
Wright State on Nov. 23.
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Choirs celebrate women at Xavier

B Y M O J UENGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The Xavier Music Department commissioned a choral
piece entitled “Over Millenia”
to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the university’s
admission of female students.
The piece will be performed by the Concert Choir,
Women’s Chorus and Edgecliff Vocal Ensemble (EVE)
at their upcoming concert on
Nov. 16. This represents the
first commissioned piece at
Xavier since the Theatre Department’s March 2019 production of Oxford Comma and
the first musical commission
in years.
The piece, by LA-based
composer and jazz pianist Josh
Nelson, was commissioned by
the Xavier University Music
Department. Students noted
the uniqueness of Nelson’s
jazz style, saying it stands out
as a fresh contemporary piece
among their traditional classical choral repertoire.
“It’s very different from
what we normally sing,” junior music education major
and EVE member Julia Jelnick said. “We’re singing
jazz harmonies, so it’s really
stretching us beyond what
we’re used to.”
Lyrics for the piece were
written by Professor Anne
McCarty and Dr. Kristen
Renzi of the English department and Dr. Kathleen
Smythe of the history department. Text from the poetry

Photo courtesy of Joshnelsonmusic.com

The Xavier Choir Department commissioned a choral work to Josh Nelson, an LA-based jazz pianist, to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the university’s admission of women. The work will premiere on Nov. 16.

of 19th century Cincinnatian
Alice Cary was also incorporated. The piece is divided
into four movements: “I. To
Solitude,” “II. The Woman
with the Hungry Eyes,” “III.
Fifty Years” and “IV. Courage
Over Comfort.”
Students spoke about their

close connections to these lyrics, noting their relationship
to the city of Cincinnati and
the context of the semicentennial anniversary of women’s admittance to Xavier.
The lyrics of the second
movement revolve around silent film star and Cincinnati-

an Theda Bara.
“She made a career out of
silent films, so she made her
living off of being silent,”
sophomore music education
major and EVE member Patrick Hill said. “The piece follows that idea that women
should no longer be silenced.”

Other choir members spoke
about how they felt connected
to the lyrics of the second
movement.
“One of the lyrics (of
Movement II) is, ‘My father
taught me to tailor, so I tailored myself,’ and that’s really
powerful to me,” sophomore
music education major, Women’s Choir member and Concert Choir member CJ Buckles
said of her connection to the
piece.
Music professor Dr. Ben
Chamberlain spoke about the
positive effect that the commission has had on the music
department as a whole.
“It’s an extraordinary privilege and honor to be part
of a commissioning project,”
Chamberlain said. “The students have expressed such
universal enthusiasm for the
opportunity to express music
for the first time and be part
of its creation, so I think it’s
just such a tremendous event
for the music and theater departments.”
The effect the piece has had
on the music department has
been noted among many participating students and faculty, with some expressing a
newfound understanding and
appreciation for the celebration of women’s admission to
the university.
“The reality of that anniversary is that it was not that
long ago. It’s still a very new
thing, women being here at
Xavier,” Hill said. “We can’t
forget how recent it was.”

Kanye West’s new album marks musical shift

B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
AND G US N ATIONS THE IV
6WDৼ:ULWHUV
At long last, Kanye West
returns again with a new album, Jesus is King. While an
extremely solid album conceptually, many of the songs
on Jesus is King are very short,
which creates a rushed feeling. Kanye West seems to
have wanted to get his message across as quickly as possible and spends a lot of time
convincing people he has reformed. Despite this, nearly every song has amazing
production and feels rich and
lively. Heavy bass and synths
contribute to the album’s upbeat attitude, which countered
the rushed feel of the songs.
Some individual highlights
of the album include “Follow
God,” which totes a sample
from Whole Truth’s “Can
You Lose by Following God.”
The song boasts solid lyrics
and a top-notch production,
and the only downside is that
it is a mere 1:45 long. Another notable track is “On God,”
a fitting name for what is in
our opinion the best song on
the album. It holds true to the
point of Kanye’s album and
spreads his message in a way

Photo courtesy of Discoverlosangeles.com

Kanye West’s recently released album, Jesus is King, features a rich, lively and upbeat attitude, interesting
lyrics and stellar production. The album synthesizes faith culture and rap culture, creating a new style of rap.

that is easy to follow.
In terms of achieving his
goal of spreading the message
of the Gospel, Kanye does a
decent job. While we think
everyone deserves a chance
to change their ways, skeptics
may have a point when they
say it’s a marketing strategy
designed to catapult him further into the spotlight. That is
definitely not something out

of the realm of possibility for
an artist known for being a little “out there.”
Additionally, Kanye released a movie highlighting
his Sunday services and explaining what his faith has
meant to him recently. The
Jesus is King Imax experience was interesting. It was
30 minutes of imagery taken
from James Turrell’s Roden

Crater Art Installation in the
Arizona Desert, plus some
songs from the album. It was
underwhelming, with the
most fun part being the commentary regarding the previews. Was it worth the $20?
No. But I don’t regret going
because when Kanye West
makes a movie, you might as
well check it out.
The more important aspect

of the album for us, however,
was not the music itself. Instead, the album bridged a gap
between the rap culture and
faith culture. So often we have
felt that the often negatively
stereotyped rap culture cannot possibly coexist with any
sort of religious system. For
an artist as famous as Kanye
to be even making an effort to
raise awareness of the Christian faith and God proves that
both can exist simultaneously.
We think what happens
next for Kanye is going to be
what decides whether Jesus is
King is a truly great album.
If this new, religious Kanye
continues, we think the album
will age as a masterpiece of
Gospel rap and open the door
for a new, more symphonic
style of rap. However, it is
possible that the album will
be overlooked and chalked up
to the increasingly outlandish
actions of a misguided superstar. Secularly, this is a good
album, and we are looking
forward to following the evolution of both the album and
the artist.

Total score:
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The Lighthouse captivates audience
This tale of two 19th century lighthouse keepers both enthralls and disturbs
B Y B EN T HOMSON
Guest Writer
I believe in cinema once
again.
Every year there’s always
one film that’s so good it feels
like a magic trick. Those films
stick with you for days, even
weeks, after you leave the theater, because you can’t stop
thinking about them. A year
ago, it was Alfonso Cuarón’s
heartbreaking opus Roma. A
year before that, Paul Thomas
Anderson’s mysterious love
story Phantom Thread. This
year, it’s Robert Eggers’s unnerving film The Lighthouse, a
film I’m comfortable calling
an unequivocal masterpiece.
The film follows two lighthouse keepers during their
tumultuous four weeks on a
wet rock in foggy Nova Scotia. Robert Pattinson takes
the role of brand new wickie
Ephraim Winslow (though
the nature of his character’s
identity has been the subject of much debate) with
Willem Dafoe co-starring
as Winslow’s crotchety boss
Thomas Wake. And this is
where my summary ends, as I

Photo courtesy of Thechronicleherald.ca

The Lighthouse stars Robert Pattinson and Willem Dafoe against a foggy Nova Scotian backdrop and features
cinematic shots reminiscent of Ingmar Bergman as well as dynamic, unsettling and brilliant performances.

believe the best way to enter
this film is completely blind.
The Lighthouse is very
claustrophobic. From the
opening shot, its 1.19:1 as-

pect ratio boxes us into the
black-and-white world of our
characters. The camera uncomfortably closes in on our
protagonists for unsettlingly

long amounts of time. A loud
horn blares constantly as we
watch Ephraim do grueling,
back-breaking work. Eggers
expertly draws from the likes

of Ingmar Bergman and Stanley Kubrick (both of whom he
homages at points in the film)
to create a cold, tight space
from which nobody can escape.
Both actors give career-defining performances in this
film. Pattinson delivers some
of the bravest acting I’ve seen
in a while, putting himself
into very exposing positions
as his character slowly descends into madness. The real
star of the show, however, is
Dafoe. Absolutely no other
actor could’ve taken on this
role. No actor could’ve pulled
off the Captain Ahab caricature the way he did. It’s truly
a sight to see.
I could go on and on about
this film. From its period accurate dialogue to its amazing
tone, The Lighthouse proves
itself to be a film that won’t
go away anytime soon. If you
want to watch a creepy, funny,
disturbing film, then check
out this modern masterpiece.

Total score:

Opinion: Disney movie remakes are less magical

Photo courtesy of Cinematown.it

Many audiences, particularly young viewers, adore Disney’s reinventions of well-known and beloved classic
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it.

If it’s not broken, don’t fix

Throughout the last decade, Disney has remade 11
classic movies, such as Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, Cinderella and more, with at least
10 more films in the works.

While all these movies have
great performances they don’t
come close to the magic and
wonder of the animated classics.
The first remake Disney
produced was Alice in Wonderland, starring Johnny Depp
and Anne Hathaway, which
made more than $1 billion

in the box office. The second
film, Maleficent didn’t quite
reach the $1 billion mark,
only making $758.5 million.
Of the nine reboots following
those two releases, only three
hit the $1 billion mark again.
Although the re-creation
of the animated classics introduces a new generation to the

enchantment of princesses,
princes, talking animals, evil
family members and magical spells, they don’t give the
same nostalgic connection
of the classic animated films.
Disney movies don’t have to
be new to reach a new generation of audiences.
I spent my childhood
watching Snow White and Pinocchio, both of which were
made before 1941. These classic movies give an ageless connection to those of different
generations and provide you a
chance to create one yourself
with your children or younger family members. There is
a sense of nostalgia when
watching the original movies
with family and friends, comfort in hearing the same voices, songs and seeing the same
animated figures that the reboots lack.
The original movies also
have better playlists than any
new movies or reboots. The
new Lion King reboot did have
Beyoncé and Donald Glover singing “Can You Feel the
Love Tonight?,” but it is still
nowhere close to Elton John’s
version. And even Will Smith
himself knew his version of
“Never Had a Friend Like Me”
from Aladdin wouldn’t compare to the Robin Williams
original.
With reboots such as Home
Alone and Mulan in the works,
it seems that Disney is only
focused on recreating these
movies because they have
no other ideas and want to
make money. The best part

of watching Disney movies
is that Walt Disney himself
helped create a story and
helped children imagine themselves as princesses, princes
and heroes in their own right.
Producing the reboots to
make money is disrespectful
to the well-made and original
movies which, despite the goal
being to make money, focused
on the storytelling and character development instead
of redoing the same things,
hoping to entice new kids to
watch the movie and break
box office records.
These reboots are fine, but
in comparison to the old movies, they aren’t worth seeing
simply because there is nothing new to add. They are the
same stories repeated with
different voices and actors
who are strange and unappealing to older generations
familiar with the songs, scenes
and characters of the original.
Even in the new live action movies, the CGI effects
look drastically different from
the past movies and sever the
connection to the classics. Remaking these movies is a disservice to those who helped
create the originals, and it
is painful to hear that some
children might never imagine
Kevin McCallister as Macaulay Culkin.
Disney should spend time
focusing on how to tell new
stories and ideas instead of
making yet another movie
reboot that we have all seen
already, and will see time and
time again.
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Aries: Mars knows you didn’t go out
and vote this week. What’s wrong with
you? Don’t you want to do your patriotic duty and decide who will be the
Comptroller of Cincinnati?
Taurus: You should see Jojo Rabbit.
This isn’t even a horoscope, it’s just a
really good movie.
Gemini: You might be considering
getting a Gerber Life Insurance plan
for your future child, but think of all
the better places you could be putting
that money. It would be easy to raise
funds for a copy of The Outer Worlds on
Xbox One for me… for just pennies a
day!
Cancer: Remember when you thought
you ran over that squirrel but you reversed and didn’t see it on the road so
you were like, “I probably didn’t.” The
moon wants to personally inform you
that, in fact, you did.

Leo: Your only option in life is to go

into the business of selling toy guns.
As the old adage goes: “It’s Nerf… or
nothing.”

Virgo: Look, I know you think you did

it perfectly the first time and you don’t
want to have to do it again, but remember that sometimes the sequel is better
than the original. You ever see High
School Musical 2?

Libra: Your future is entirely deter-

mined, yet also completely vague…
Sorry, I don’t know why Venus has been
giving you all this cryptic stuff; I don’t
know what it means either.

Scorpio: You might think being slow

and steady is for losers since turtles
are little defenseless lizards in rocks,
but dang, have you seen how big those
things can be? You don’t want to mess
with a snapping turtle. Slow and steady
will win the race then bite off one of
your fingers.

Sagittarius: Parking passes are

useless. The parking lots are a lawless
wasteland where people will break into
your car to steal a single dollar. They’ve
succumbed to anarchy, so you should
too. Park where you please.

Capricorn: Halloween’s over but you
still wear the mask of your artificial
exterior every day of your life.

Aquarius: You know all those stray cats
you’ve been seeing? Saturn thinks those
are bad omens. You’re probably fine as
long as you don’t continue to see them
running loose around campus.

Pisces: Remember how you were kicking around the idea of running for the
SGA election? You would have won if
you ran. Too late now, sucker.
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Missed
Connections
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M4W — Supermarket
I saw you in the dairy aisle, and I know this is a bit cheesy, but I thought our
conversation was udder-ly amazing, and I hope you found
my jokes amoozing. I never got your number, but I would
love if you came to the comedy club tonight — I’d love to
have an audience for once.
M4M — Karaoke Bar
I thought your rendition of “I Wanna Dance With Somebody” last Saturday was outstanding! I was the one in the
front row wearing a blue polo who gave you a standing ovation. I know it was
probably weird because I was the only one, but if you’re interested, meet me at
the same place this Saturday. I’ll be onstage singing “Take On Me.”
W4M — Call Me
Kenny, where are you? I know you read this paper and you haven’t been
answering me. Have you gotten my texts, calls, voicemails, emails, faxes or
letters? Whatever, I don’t care, just call me. Happy threeday anniversary babe!!!
M4M — Oak Street
You were tailgating me yesterday when I had to make a
stop. You crashed into me and took out my left rear light.
Then you drove away while I was getting out of the car. I
have a picture of your license plate, so this can go one of
two ways. Either you can meet up with me Friday at noon
on the corner of Oak and 4th and we can exchange insurance and be civil about this, or I can go talk to the police. But I mean, if you also
wanted to get coffee sometime, I guess that would be fine too. . .

Fictionary

Your weekly well of wacky words™
B Y T ESS B REWER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Creeze [cr-ee-zuh]: The feeling one gets when their nasal
cavity dries out because of frigid air.
Sticpu [st-ii-kuh-pee-u]: A laptop covered in so many
stickers that its processor speed is slowed down as a result.
Innuenbro [in-u-in-bro]: A friend whose conversation
consists entirely of insinuation.
Smexpo [sm-eh-ex-po]: Permanent smear left behind by
dry-erase markers on whiteboards that will never erase, no
matter how hard you try.

Udderly
Onstage
Fax
Tailgating
Creeze
Sticpu
Innuenbro
Smexpo
Comptroller
Gerber
Cryptic
Anarchy
Check back in next
week’s issue (11/13/19)
for the answer key and a
new puzzle!

